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Sherwood Anderson said of Winesburg, Ohio in his Memoirs , 

"The stories belonged together. I felt that, taken together, 

they made something like a novel, a complete story. . . 
the feeling of the life of a boy growing into young manhood 

in a town. 111 This statement clearly tells the major theme 

of the novel; that is, the story is concerned with the 

growth of a boy into a man. A few critics in the past 

have argued that this is not the subject that Winesburg 

treats primarily. For instance, Sister M. Joselyn in an 

essay discounts this completely and says , ••Those. 

who want to read Winesburg as an initiation novel about 

George Wi llard have to face the problem of resting their 

case upon a character who in the end remains the thinnest 

figment. 112 Instead , she deals with it as a lyric story 

saying, "Perhaps the sanest way is to view Winesburg , 

an uneven collection, as a special kind of amalgram of 

naturalism and lyricism . "3 Critic Irving Howe lists some 

other subjects that have at times been discussed as possible 

themes of Winesburg . He says , "The book has been banished 

to such categories as the revolt against the village , the 

rejection of middle-class mo rality, the proclamation of 

sexual freedom , and the rise of cultural primitivism ."4 

Howe says later that he believes , "Like most fiction, Wines

burg is a variation on the theme of reality and appearance. 

Howe 's work then deals primarily with the question of the 

grotesques and their plight . ~hile criti c Lionel Trilling 
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does not deny that Anderson deals with the adolescence 

of George Willard, he does believe the story is unrealistic. 

He says, "Most of us will feel now that this world of Ander-

son's is a pretty inadequate representation of reality. 

Trilling sees a difference in life as most people live 

and in life as Anderson portrays it. He says, "In Anderson's 

world there are many emotions, or rather many instances 

of a few emotions, but there are very few sights, sounds, and 

smells, very little of the stuff of actuality.117 

These subjects, while undoubtedly important, are not, 

I believe, the foremost idea with which the book deals. 

A �ood author, Anderson being no exception, may include 

numerous themes in any one work. While I do not deny that 

other lesser themes are present in Winesburg, I choose 

to concentrate on that one concerned with the m�turity 

of George Willard. George seems to serve as a unifying 

factor in tying all the various themes together. His 

involvement with most of the characters helps to show the 
-.: 

relationship of the themes to one another. As George 
---·------

becom_�_?._.?��re of. each person•u.r..Q.Q.l.�ms, he, in a sense, 
-·- ... -----.. 

ex�eri�J'!_c_e_ s_ �h_=em=--.;.;.h.::i�m.;;;s...;;e..;.;l..;::f.;;;._....;;;I,,,,,n�t2:at way, he is fami�iar with 

all the themes--those of sexual frustration, inability to 

communicate, religious ec�entricity, and f.±Y£tr�ti9Jl�� 

small town life in general. 
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The book unquestionably deals with more than the simple 

story of a boy becoming a man. In this case, the boy is 

becoming a special type o f  man: that is, an artist, a 

writer. In almost every case where George is shown making 

progress toward§_�aturity, Anderson also shows that he is 
-----... ---

dev.eloping as a more sensitive, conscious person, one destined 

to be a writer. 

This paper will deal with four main topics related to 

George Willard's development. The first will deal with 

qeorge's interaction with the people of Winesburg, the 

grotesques. It will trace his increasing ability to observe 

more than surface details and to perceive life more fully. 

Second, I will show how George's increasingly important 

dealings with women parallel his own growth. The third 

topic concerns his parents' effect on him. Although they 

are only minimally influential, it is interesting to note 

how alike George's parents and Anderson's own parents are. 

Finally, I YQ..11 discuss the importance of dream§. . .t.9._ G.�.Pr&e..a.. 
• . �!- . 

As he becomes more mature, dreams become a more vital part 

of his life. 

The novel provides a variety of characters who influence 
------

to some degree the growth of George Willard. The opening 

story is of Wing Biddlebaum and his amazing, expressive 

hands; the closing scene is of George leaving Wfnesburg to 
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make a life of his own, a life as a writer. What happens 

between these two points? How does George change from a 

bewildered boy who has little understanding of life into 

a sensitive young man whose goal is to be a writer? By 

tracing the experiences George Willard has and examining 

the people who influence him one can see the transformation 

take place. 

In the first story, "Hands," George is identified im

mediately as "the reporter on the Winesburg Eaglei" The 

fact that his occupation is that of a reporter is important. 

Obviously, by placing him in that role, Anderson created 

a character who can. feasibly have many of the townspeople 

talk with him. He was always readily available for 

conversation in the newspaper's office. However, Anderson 

could have placed him in many other roles that would have 

equally given people a reason to talk with him. 

That ueorge Willard is a reporter enables Anderson to 

show in ve� concrete ways the growth the young man achieves. 

The ul tirnate goal for which George is striving is "to see 

beneath the surface of lives. 11 what George needs, according 

to critic Walter B. Rideout, is 11to perceive the intricate 

mesh of impulses, desires, drives growing down in the dark, 

unrevealed parts or the personality like the complex mass 

Of roots that, below the surface ot the ground, feeds the 
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common grass above in the light."

8 
In the beginning it is 

quite clear that he does not even realize that this is 

his goal. �he book is half over before George himself 

reveals that he plans �o become a writer.
9 Winesburg 

contains twenty-one stories and George states his plans 

in the tenth story, "The Thinker." Other �haracters have 

hinted that tl�ese are his plans, but he has not made any 

statement about it prior to this story. In the first story, 

"H�nds," for example, Wing Biddlebaum advises George to 

dream his own dreams. The importance of dreams to a writer 

is only implied at this point, however. Doctor Parcival 

in "The Philosopher" asks George to write the book he may 
.. _ . .. 

never write, even though George has not yet informed anyone 

o f  his intentions to be a wri t�..r..__ . 

It takes, perhaps, half the novel before George feels 

any realistic commitment towards his future. Up to this 

point he is primarily an observer who merely records the 

actions an<\_ takes little part in them. �� is totally con-
. :• 

cern�4.-�i tJ1_external details, the "little facts." His 
-· --·- -

behavior is described in this way: 

Like an excited dog, George Willard ran here 
and there, noting on his pad of paper who had 
gone on business to the county seat or had 
returned from a visit to a neighboring village. 
All day he wrote little facts upon the pad. "A. P. 
Wringlet had received a shipment of straw hats. 
Ed Byerbaum and Tom Marshall were in Cleveland 
Friday. Uncle Tom Sinnings is building a 10 
new barn on his place on th.e Valley Road." 
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George does not OYernight make a decision to stop dealing 

only with external superficialities. Slowly, he learn2.. 
to consider both the surface and what is hidden below it. 

He "c;ontinues to run atx>ut writing down surface facts for 

the newspaper, but his essential life consists in his e fforts, 

some successful, some not, to understand the essential lives 

of  others. " 11 Anderson was well aware o f  the difficulty 

o f  becoming an artist. He says, "It is a slow painful 

process, this training the senses toward the more subtle 

things o f  life, toward something o f  getting, or at least 
; 

beginning to get some.sense of  the real beauty o f  life 

in its physical aspects" (Memoirs, p. 181). 
A§.....the story develops, George is shown more and more 

o ften as attempting to understand people. This in itself 

sets him apart from most of the people o f  the town. They 

are content to view only superficialities and are not 

interested in perceiving any depth. They see each other, 

and many se� even themselves, only as very shallow persons. "'· 
• • !� 

It is part of, George's artistic nature to want to understand 

something deeper. 

A good example of  the di f fering levels of  perception 

between the townspeople and George is the story of  "Hands." 

The citizens view Wing Biddlebaum only on the surface. 

For them, "the hands had attracted attention merely because 

o f  their activity. With them Wing Biddlebaum had picked 
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as high as a hundred and forty quarts of strawberries in 

a day" (Winesburg, p. 29). To the people o f  Winesburg, 

he was simply a very good berry-picker. They had no idea 

of how expressive those hands could be. _Only George senses 

that there must be some explanation for those strange 

hands and, "At times an almost overwhelming curiosity had 

taken hold of him. He felt that there must be a reason for 

their strange activity and their inclination to keep hidden 

away • • •  " {Winesburg, p. 29). Wing senses that there is 

something different about George, possibly before George 

senses it himself. Wing warns him not "to be too much in flu-

enced by the people about him. " Anderson implies George 

might not mature into a writer if he does not heed BiddJebaum's -

advic� to listen to an inner voice, not to let people 

destroy it. '"You must try to forget all y_Q_u have lear.iied,...!.' 
said the old man. 11You must begin to dream. From this 

time on -YG\1-lIUl.St shut your ears to the roaring o_!_�_he __ voices"' 

(Winesburg, p. 30). The experience is not one that George 
� . . - · - . . 

is ready· for; , ·it leaves him "perplexed and frightened." 

He has had a elimpse at what lies hidden in Wing but is too 

immature to want to understand him. He says, '"There•s 
.������--- ����--����----.. " _______ _ 

something wrong,__�ut .. I. d�t-w.a.nt. to know what it is'" 

(Wine
_�burg, .. 

-:P. 31). 
As the book progresses, several other characters also 
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attempt to help George understand what it means to be a 

writer. In some cases he has the same difficulty as he 

had in his encounter with Wing_Biddlebaum. He receives 

good advice but is unable to appreciate it because he is 

too immature to understand it. The fact that he does not 

really understand what a writer does is most clearly shown 

in "The Thinker." First of all,. Geore;e enjoys the position 

he finds himself in as a result of his decision to become 

a writer. "The idea that George Willard would someday 

become a writer had given him a place of distinction in 

Winesburg" (Winesburg, p. 134), and he is very pleased 

by it. He tells Seth Richmond why he wants to become a 

writer: 

11It's the easiest of all lives to live,'' 
he declared, becoming excited and boastful. 
"Here and there you go and there is no one 
to boss you. Though you are in India or 
in the South Seas in a boat, you have but 
to write and there you are. Wait till I 
get my name up and see what fun I shall 
have." (Winesburg, p. 134) 

.<(. 

It is cle�i�at. this point that, although George has made 

his declaration.that he intends to �me a writer, he 

still does not understand the kind of life he um st lead, 

a life where he must look deep into events and people, 

not simply have a good time sailing around the world. 

He is still seeing the surface of life. Looking at a 

writer, he sees only someone who has freedom,the chance to 
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travel and live a lit'e that is 11fun.11 He has not considered 

the inner workings o f  a writer's mina. 

ueorge•s immaturity is further shown when he explains 

to Seth he has been 11trying to write a 1 ave story. 11 He 

realizes that he lacks the knowledge that comes from first 

hand experience. The solution is simple he feels; he says, 

"'I know what I'm going to do. I'm going to fall in'love. 

I've been sitting here and thinking it over and I'm going 

to do it."• (Wines burg, p. 135). George wan ts Seth to go 

find out i f  Helen White would be interested and, understandably, 

Seth resents the whole idea. The incident emphasizes 

the idea that George is still concentrating solely on 

externals. He does not consider the deep feelings that 

are associated with love. He naively expects to fall in 

l� just for the purpose or writ.J.ng a &tory • . Obviously, 

George still has a great deal to learn about emotions. 

"The absurdity, Anderson suggests, is two fold: falling 

in love is not som.ething one rationally plans to do, and 
...:. 

one doe� not write thus directly and lrterally out of 
. 12 experience anyway." 

Th.� incident of "The Teacher" shows George has made 

only a little more progress towards maturity. Kate Swift 

realizes George has the potential to become a great writer 

because, ".In _something he had wr:UteJl as a school bo1 
,§.!i� thought she had recognized the spark of genius and 
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.wanted to blow on the spark" (Winesburg, pp. 162-163). 
She knows that his concept of a writer's life is incorrect 

and she tries to explain some "of the difficulties he 

would have to face as a writer." Her advice is: 

"You will have to know life,11 she declared • • •  
"If you are to become a writer you• 11 have to stop 
fooling with words," she explained. "It would be 
better to give up the notion of writing 
until you are better prepared. Now it's time 
to be living. I don't want to frighten 
you, but I would like to make you understand 
the import of what you think of attempting. 
You must not become a mere peddler of words. 
The thing to learn is to know what people 
are thinking about, not wh

(
a� th

b
ey say.11 163) ./ 

wines urg, p. 

George does not re�lize what valuable advice Kate Swift 

has given him. At one point he even mistakenly th1nkG 
she wants a sexua� adventure. tte misinLerprets her I 
physical reaching out as an invitation' to him and is 

bewildered when she runs aw�y. The fact that he is confused 

by her actions, but that he tries to make some kind of 

sense out of them, shows that while he is not completely 

mature, he�is making progress .in that direction. That 

night he continues his attempts to understand: 

The resentment, natural to the baffled 
male, passed and he tried to understand 
what had happened. He could not make it out. 
Over and over he turned the matter in his mind/ 
111 have missed something. I have missed 
something Kate Swift was trying to tell me." 

(Winesburg, p. 166) 
He is still not able to perceive what has taken place but, 

at least, he recognizes he has "missed something. " By 
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the end of the novel, he is able to understana wnat Kate 

Swift tried to tell him. 

The relationship between George Willard and the grotesques 

is one which is important in his progress towards maturity. 

Depending on which critic one reads, the grotesques 

are said to view George as someone who can help them, 

or as someone they can help. l3 Both opinions can be jus-

tified, and it seems best to say that both are correct. 

It would appear that there is a sort of balance established 

between George and the townspeople. Edwin Fussell explains 

it in this way: 

• • •  there are few works of modern fiction in 
which the artist's relations with ordinary 
men are seen with such a happy blend of acuity 
and charity, few works of any age in which the 
artist and ordinary men are seen so well � 
fitting together in a complementary union 
that permits us to make distinctions of relative 
value while at the same time retaining a 14 universally ait'fusea sense of equal dignity. 

One mlgnt oe tempted to say that the grotesques are not 

11orainary men" but Anderson certainly oe.iieveo. tnat they .... . . ·� 
were typical !�presentatives of the world of the small town. 

Consiaer firdt what the grotesques feel they have to 

ofrer George. Two such characters, wing nio.o.lebaum and 

Kate Swift, have already oeen o.iscussed. Both felt compelled 

to give veorge auvice concerning his desir� to become a 

writer. Other characters, likewise, Offer him advice on 

how to write. Most or the�r information is worthless, 
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but nevertheless, he listens and tries to understand 

what they tell him. Doctor Parcival in 11'1.'he Philosopher" 

expl�ins his theory that all men are eventually persecuted. 

"You must pay attention to me,11 he urged. 
"If something happens perhaps you will be able 
to write the book that I may never get written. 
The idea is very simple, so simple that 
if you are not careful you will forget 
it. It is this--that everyone in 
the world is Christ and they are all crucified. " 

(Winesbur5, pp. 56-57) 
Joe welling, the "Man of Ideas,11 feels he himself should 

have been a reporter but says, 111 make more money with 

the Standard Oil Company" (Wines burg t p. 1 Ob). He believes 

he is a great thinker who is continually discovering new 

and revolutionary ideas. Naturally, he feels George should 

report these ideas in the newspaper. Most of the time, 

however, George is understandably bewildered by Joe and 

his thoughts. 

Wash Williams is another person who feels an obligation-

to impart what he feels is a great truth to George. In 

"Respecta�1'li ty" the telegraph operator warns him to beware 

women and avoid their evil traps. Wash believes firmly 

all women are the same because of his unfortunate experience 

with one. He says: 

"I tell you, all women are dead, my mother, 
·your mother, that tall dark woman who works 

in the millinery store and with whom I saw you 
walking about yesterday--all of them, they 
are all dead • • •  They are sent to prevent men 
making the world worth while. It is a trick 
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in Nature. Ugh! They are creeping, crawling, 
squirming things, they with their soft hands 
and their blue eyes." (Winesburg, p. 124) 

Enoch Robinson is an old, lonely man who feels a close-

ness to George because both of them have a sense of art 

within themselves. Anderson uses Enoch to show what could 

happen to George if he does not continue to mature. Enoch's 

problem is "He never grew up and of course he couldn't 

understand people and he couldn't make people understand 

him. The child in him kept bumping against things, a gainst 

actualities like money and sex and opinions" (Winesburg, 

pp. 167-168). ·Enoch is another example of a man unable to 

communicate with other people. He is representative in 

a way.of an entire town filled with people unable to 

express themselves. TE..��� ... ��---� ..... chance that if George 

can understand what happened to Enoch he will be able to 

prevent it from happening to himself. He must keep strivi�g 

for that goal of maturity, strivin� to understand himself 

and others. 
--- �"'-

It is �pparent that what the grotes�1es offer George 

if not always understood by him. In fact, as Fussell 

says, "It is only a superficial irony that so few of the 

gifts (like the mother's $800) can possibly have for the 

young writer the same values that have been assigned to 

them by the givers. Their understanding is inevitably 

not the same as his, which is one of the general truths 
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winesburg readily enforces; but another is that without 

their gifts there would be no writer at all.1115 In other 

words, the grotesques give something to George but not 

necessarily what they think they are giving. David 

Anderson explains: 

As the grotesques reveal themselves to 
George, they do not arouse in him the 
conventional understanding that they seek, 
but without realizing it, each of them 
is contributing to the growth of a more 
important kind of understanding in him • • •  
his contacts with the grotesques are 
drawing him closer to eventual understanding 
through teaching him the compassion and the 
empathy that will perml� him in time to know 
and understand others. 

As earlier stated, the grotesques do more than merely 

offer advice. Many come to George hoping to gain something 

for themselves. What they want varies, and quite often 

George is unable to provide what is needed. In the beginning 

of the novel, he is incapable of understanding other peopl�e 

ana is able to give very little to them. His progress towards 

maturity is shown in his increasingly close, personal " 
* • �� 

relationship� with people. As he grows, ne is better 

able to understana what people need, even though in many 

cases he is still not aole to help them. At least, he 

is able to listen with more sympathy. What the grotesques 

want most often according to Malcolm Cowley is that "George 

Willard will some day speak what is in their hearts and thus 

re-establish their connection wi�h mankind. George is too 
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young to understand them at the time, but the book ends 

with what seems to be the promise that, after leaving 

Winesburg, he will become the voice of inarticulate men and 

women in all the forgotten towns.111 7  These people seem 

drawn to George with the hope that he will be able to 

accomplish what they have failed to do, to communicate. 

Dr. Parcival, for example, very bluntly tells George to 

"write that book I may never get written11 (Winesburg, 

p. 56). 
It is unrealistic to portray the grotesques as simply 

coming to George to keep him from making the same mistakes 

that they have. He serves numerous functions and, in 

effec�, plays many roles for them. This is perhaps best 

stated by David Anderson in this way: 

To each of the grotesques he appears to be 
what that individual wants him to be. To his 
mother he is an extension of herself through which 
her dreams may be fulfilled; to \'ling Biddlebaum 

-

he is the symbol of the innocent love that 
had been denied him; to others he becomes · 
in turn, a symbol of a long-lost son, of 
father-confessor, of masculine strength and 

·· fertill. ty, of ��noc ent, undemanding human 
understanding. 

. . . 

One example· of a grotesque seeking something from George 

is that of Elmer �owley. What he wants is someone who will 

do more than listen to his troubles; Elmer wants to be 

able to prove himself to someone. He has been unable to 

talk with the people of Winesburg. It is true that very 
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few of the townspeople really communicate deep feelings 

to each other, but Elmer does not have even the ability 

to eneage in the friendly, street corner chatter that 

goes on. W�en he meets with George he is unable to explain 

himsel f and instead, filled with frustration, he begins to 

strike out, hitting George. Somehow Elmer feels satisfied 

by these actions and while leaving Vlinesburg "Pride surged 

up in him.11 He says, 11I guess I showed him. I ain't so 

queer. I guess I showed him I ain't so queer." (winesburg, 

p. 201). 
It is true that the incident with Elmer Cowley is a 

slightly unusual one. Most people go to George as they 

would go . to a psychiatrist. He cannot solve their problems, 

but he can listen to them. So each o f  the grotesques 

"interprets George as he wishes, but to each he primarily 

serves the function of an ear into which can be poured 

the inner stirrings of fear, hope, love, and dreams of 

which each"" is made. " l 9 �y l�stening to these people, 
. . --

George·1s better able to understand them and life. Each .. 

time he hears someone's problems he is exposed to aftetheP 

aspect o f  life and may, in fact, progress a little himself. 

It is the fact that George has the ability to progress 

that sets him apar� from everyone else (with the possible 

exception of Helen White). They have already grasped hold 

of their particular "truth" and can go no further. "It 
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is indeed the very description of their grotesqueness 

that each of them is forever frozen somewhere below the 

20 level of a full and proper development." The growth 

George achieves is made more obvious because 

can develop. He is a character who shows development; 

the other figures remain flat, without any depth.21 The 

grotesques would cease to be grotesques if they could 

advance. Instead, according to Howe, "The grotesques rot 

because they are unused, their energies deprived ot' outlet, 

and their instincts curdled in isolation."22 

A great portion of the book describes the long time it 

takes ror George to reach a point or maturity. The change 

is di rricul t as it is for any adolescent. <..:ri tic Charles 

t;hild Walcutt says, "The pains of growth are probably 

inevitable, but the whole world is not as confining as 

winesburg, and Anderson seems to say that people should 

� be able to grow up less painfully to more abundant lives." ..1 

His mother's death is a very important element in George's -<( . .. 
growth.· At the time he does not realize it, however. 

"Elizabeth died'one day in March in the year when her 

son George became eighteen, and the young man had but 

little sense of the meaning of her death. Only time could 

give him that" {Winesburg, p. 229 ) . He thinks about what 

has happened and yet does not feel any great sense of loss 

but has only "a queer empty feeling in the region of his 
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stomach." G�.9_£.g_e knows his mother's death should affect 

him but "The notion of death could not get hold of him and 

he was in fact a little annoyed that his mother had died 

on that day" (Winesburg, p. 229). 

The story "Sophistication" contains what is.actually 

the climax of the whole book. That 1 t follows "Death" 

reinforces the importance of the impact of Elizabeth 

Willard's death on George.24 The story takes place in 

the evening but is not filled with the dark, depressive 

atmosphere that many others contain. Fussell explains 

it is "nocturnal, but not that nightmare climate common 

to so many of the Winesburg stories, and pleasantly informal 

as the evening stroll that provides its slight framework.1125 

Anderson makes it very clear that a turnin� point has come 

in George Willard's life. "George Willard, the Ohio village 

boy, was fast growing into manhood and new thought had 

been coming into his mind. • .The mood that had taken 

possession of him was a thing known to men and unknown to 
� 

. . . 

boys. He felt.old and a little tired. Memories awoke in 

him. To his mind his new sense of maturity set him apart, 

made of him a half-tragic figure" (Wines burg, pp. 233-234). 

Anderson even defines the exact moment a boy becomes a man 

and says, "There is a time in the life of every boy when 

he for the first time takes the backward view of life. 

Perhaps that is the moment when he crosses the line into 

/ 
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manhood" (Winesburg, p. 234). George is somewhat frightened 

by what he is discovering about life and not sure he wants 

to cross that line. His view o f  life as a boy was a very 

simple one, and now suddenly, it seems, everything has 

become very complicated. "From being quite sure o f  himsel f 

and his fUture he becomes not at all sure • • •  The sadness 

of  sophistication has come to the boy. With a little gasp 

he sees himself as merely a leaf blown by the wind through 

the streets o f  his village • • •  Already he hears death calling" 

(Winesburg, pp. 234-235). A conflict is felt; on one hand, 

he wishes to be a man and on the other, he wants to remain 

a child. Critic Epifano �an Juan says, "Anderson believes 

that in .youth there are always two forces in conflict: the 

warm, unthinking little animal, and the thing that reflects 

and remembers, that is, the sophisticated mind.1126 

Feeling the need to share his thoughts, George reaches 

out to Helen white. She, too, has been moving towards a 

kind of  maturity and can, there fore, understand what feelings 
' . . 

George is having. Together they experience feelings o f  

"loneliness and 'isolation. "  ueorge has to learn to accept 

lonelin�ss as a part o f  life. �ussell says: 

The loneliness is assuaged--there is no 
other way--by the realization that loneliness 
is a universal condition and a uniquely 
personal catastrophe; love is essentially the 
shared acceptance by two people of the 
irremediable fact, in the na��re of things, 
of their final separateness. 
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These are indeed difficult truths to recognize, but Anderson 

says "One shudders at the thought of the meaninglessness 

of life while at the same instant, and if the people of 

the town are his people, one loves life so intensely that 

tears come into the eyes" (Winesburg, pp. 240-24 1). 

A�ter George and Helen have shared their discovery of 

maturity, they feel again the "animal struggles," and 

"They were both embarrassed and to relieve their embarrassmen t 

dropped into the animalism of youth. They laughed and 

began to pull and haul at each other. In some way chastened 

and purified by the mood· they had been in, they became, 

not man and woman, not boy and girl, but excited little· 

animals" (V/inesburg, p. 242). So while they know what it 

means to be mature, they still experience a conflict. They 

know and understand life and yet it is much simpler to remain 

a child. 

Something very dramatic has happened to George; he has 

taken that "backward look at life" and thus approaches 
-<(. 

�. ':' 

maturity. This is the point the book has been moving towards. 

Therefore, the last story, "Departure,'' is anti-climactic; 

there is nothing remaining except for George to leave.28 

The usual bits of last minute advice are given him and he 

is on his way. Although some of the townspeople are at 

the train station to see him eo, it is not a dramatic event. 

On board the train the conductor does not see anything 
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unique about George because "Torn had seen a thousand George 

Willards go out o f  their towns to the city. It was a com-

monplace enough incident with him" (V!inesbure;, p. 246). 

Even George himself is not filled with exciting thoughts, 

but instead, "The young man, going out o f  his town to meet 

th� adventure of life, began to think but he did not think 

of anything very big or dramatic • • •  He thought of little 

things" (Winesburg, pp. 246-247). 

Thus far, the progress of George Willard has been traced 

from boy to man. Three important aspects relating to his 

development remain to be discussed; they are George's 

dealings with women and how they relate to maturity, his 

parents' effect on him, and the importance of dreams to an 

artist. 

George's progress towards maturity can be seen in 

his increasingly important relationships with women. 29 

Four women are especially relevan·t in tracing his development. 

The first, Louise Trunnion, means very little to George • 

• ='=· 

The story "Nobody Knows" briefly discusses how George's 

first sexual adventure happens. It is a simple experience 

and George attaches no great importance to it. His feeling 

is one of satisfaction with a suggestion o f  a little guilt. 

He decides, though, "nobody knows" and then "went on his 

way." George's immaturity is shown in his total disregard 

for Louise and her feelings. His concern is only for himself. 



The phrase "nobody knows" also continues the idea of the 

iack or communication between characters in the novel. 

George and Louise exchange nothing meanin�·fui. l\.fter 

their experience George is left alone and has no one to 

talk with about his feelings. Thus when George says 11no-

body knows" he relieved but at the same time wishes he did 

have someone to talk to. 

George's next experience involves Belle Carpenter; 

it is slightly more complex. Still at this point he is 

concerned only with his own needs and feelings; he pays 

very little attention to Belle's. He goes Lo her house 

because "'l'he desire to say words overcame hir.i anci he 

said words without meaning, rolling lhem over on his tongue 

and sayjng them because they were brave words, full of 

meanine;11 (':;inesbu1?, p. 185) . He reels s need to share 

these worJs with someone; actually any woman would serve 

his purpose. i{e fc0l.:; r:o �articular affcct:i.on for her. 

3ellc obviously does not under:·,tand George and he becon;es 

annoyed \"ti. Lh her because she uoes no L see!'!! really to listen 

to all his fine wontlerful wortis. The incident ends as 

�u HanQby Grabs �ell� Qnd marches her ho�e leavinG SeorGe 

sprawlii.e; .i.1� Lht: ht.;.shes. 'l·L�s exper:.ence makes him feei 

hurrillla tt:u; I • l' L > • f • • ;o ne is n� iro3 s�c is iea. �e is dlsappointcc 

with bol.h h.Ln1G<::l:: c.ln<.\ EeJ.Le. !\e has Lak..-.:n o ::Le}, i'O.r\".'a.n.:., 

though, si1aply by be.i.n:.:.; in 'Lellit';en L enour;h Lu be d.i si.lln sioncL.<. 
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Kate Swift'� role as a teacher has already been discusse� 

She has seen his potential for becoming a great writer and 

tells him of the principles a writer must have and follow. 

Although George is bewildered by some o f  what she says, 

he does later see how important her observations concerning 

a writer's life are. 

In "Sophistication" comes his most svtisfying involvement 

with a woman, Helen white. It is with her that he is aware 

o f  a great insight: that is, the oneness of all people. 

It is his deepest, most involved encounter. Even though they 

do little talking, they are able to share a �reat deal. 

Both understand how the other feels; it is this understanding 

that shows Georte is actually becoming a ma.n. 

Parents are usually thought of as a major influence 

on their childrenis lives, and yet, George's parents are 

not sho�n as playing very vital roles. This is especially 

true of his father. It is helpful to know how Anderson 

felt about his own parents because George is placed in a 

very similar position. Anderson says his father was "always 

showing of fl.I (Memoirs, p. 30), but he did have some admi!'."'e.tio n 

for the man. He was displeased with his father's behavior 

towards his mother though. Anderson felt she was made 

to suffer needlessly. Gritic Fredrick S. Hoffman says, 

11For his mother Anderson felt great sympathy and love. 

His desire to romanticize her, to show her a heroine who 

l(. 
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st ruggled boldly and patiently with poverty and lovea silently 

but sincerely, results in several idealized portraits in 

2 1 his early work s.11..J 

The similarities between Anderson's parents and those of 

George are apparent. George's fatner, �·om, enjoyed village 

politics and went through town lookine; "spruce and business 

like." He wished to be free of his wife and resented her 

working so hard in his unprofitable and failing hotel. 

"tte thought of the old house and the woman who lived there 

with him as things defeated and done for'' (Wines burg, 

p. 39). Tom Willard is described as "ambitious for his son,11 

(Winesburg, p. 44) but there is very little deep feeling 

or conversation between the t wo o f  them. There is no 

suggestion of any closeness. 

Elizabeth �illard, too, resembles Anderson's image of 

his own mother. She is a very frustrated woman who lives 

only because she thinks her son may be able to accomplish 

what she has not had the chance to do. She wants to be 

close to George but their relationship is very st rained. 

11 In the e-..rening v1hen the son sat in the room with his r.iother, 

the silence made lhem both feel awkward" (\�'incsbure, p. 42). 
Their inability to communicate is obvious when Oeoree does 

not realize that his mother is thrilled when he decides 

to leave �inesburg. For years, she has hoped he will be 

able to escape from the small town but when she hears that 
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he wants to leave, she hides her feelings from him. For 

that reason George thinks she does not want him to leave and 

do�s not understand her feelings. Elizabeth is full of 

dreams end even though Ceorge may not see them, they do 

inf luenct'· him anci he, too, develops as a cireamer. 

"The young man's mind was c3rri ed. o.VJay by his crowlnc; 

passion for dreams. •1".'irtdsbu re had disappeared c:ind his 

life there had become but a backeround on which to paint 

the dreams of his manhood" (1!!inesburg, p. 247). Anderson 

believed strongly in the importance of dreams or imagination 

and this belief is woven into '.hnesburg. George's increasing 

recognition of the value of dreams parallels his approaching 

maturity. Tn the opening story "Hands'' 'Nine t;i ves him the 

advice, "You must ber;in to dream.1' George cannot yet 

understand how iMportant this advice is for an artist. 

Elizabeth willard, too, is shown as a dreamer. George has 

some difficulty accepting drea�s as anything vital to him. 

He early views the wrtting profession as an easy job, one 

that is "fun." He mentions nothint; about the need for 

dreams. 

By the time he leaves �inesbur5, he does, however, 

perceive that dreams are vital to him. ln fact winesbur� 

and all its realities have become only a "background" 

for future writing. Anderson says so�ething very similar 

to this in A Story-Teller's Story.32 ln it he says readinG 
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is important because it provides "• • 

3� which I can construct new dreams." ...1 

• a backeround upon 

Anderson believed that the 11dr0am is o.n artist's birth-

ri2:ht11 (Jv:emoirs, _p. 9). He said further, ''I believe in 

the imagination, its importance • • • Besides, men do not 

exist in facts. They exist in dreams" (Memoirs, p. 9). 
'l'his is one of the facts that George realizes as he reaches 

ma turity. Perhaps, belief in dreams is the only way an 

artist can survive. iioffMan says, "'l1hey are the means by 

which Anderson flees re ality ; most often, they are simply 

wish-fulfillments, with the artist playing a heroi c role 

and gaining in fancy what he has failed to cet in actual 

life.1134 George has been confronted by the :.:rntesques 

and their p�rt�cular rea!jties. To escape bAcomin� one 

of them, he must dre�m. One of the createst problema is 

their inab�.ljty to sommunicote, and d.rear.1S pcrr.1it (�e0ree 

a means to express himself. Anderson, too, could only cope 

v1ith li fe throu[h dreams. "Dreams are for ,O_nderson the most 

coherent expression of hi s other wo rlci.1135 This is because 

for him 11 !Jream frn0:n en ts are the facts of the ;•,-or ld of 
'lb fancy."-

A final sign that Geo r�e has matured is the isolation 

he feels. It is ironic that he, the only one who is capable 

of corr:muni ca.tint:;, expressint; himself throur;h dreams, is 

set apart from everyone. In 11;:;o�histication: Georee feJ t 
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a sense of the oneness of all people; he became aware 

that what all men share is a sense of loneliness. For the 

artist there is probably even greater isolation. Anderson 

certainly felt this to be true. His own life was spent 

in isolation, apart from most of society, and quite naturally 

this life-style is reflected in his works.37 

There is no question that numerous other events take 

place in Winesburg, but it is primarily the story of George 

Willard growing up. Fussell says: 

• • • througho'..i. t V/inesburg runs the slow and often 
hidden current of George �illard's growth toward 
maturity; often the stream is subterranean and 
we are surprised to see where it comes out; 
sometimes it appears to lose itself in backwaters 
of lrrelevance or naivete. But all the time the 
book's current is steadily settine toward the 
ultimate "Departure. 11.38 

Anderson shows t!lat maturing is a slow painful process 

especially for the younc artist. Maturity , understanding, 

and awareness do not come smoothly but ultimately they do 

arri VE:. 
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